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S悦 ss・-StrainBehavior and Slope S包b出tyof Cohesive Soi1s due to Excavation 

粘性土斜面の掘削に伴う応力一ひずみ挙動と安定性評価について

Nguyen Cong Giang， Kunitomo NARITA 

グェンコンザン地 成田国朝紳

Abstract: lt has been lmown that s紅白srelease produced by excavation in也eground c卸 sesreduction in 

∞n白血gpr出回reand swelling of soils， which in tum result in a loss of shear stren凶1ωberequired for slope 

蜘 b出ty.In也.eground∞mposed of a sedimentary soft rock such as mudstone， which is e却ansiveand/or 

r品 dyto show slaking， change in soil prope凶esdue to stress release can be another in丑uentialfactor for slope 

m蜘 biliザ.百世spaper∞ncerns behavior ofωt slopes composed of e却 ansivemudstone. FEM組 alysiswas 

carried out to inv倒 igatedeformation of slope則由民dueto swelling and位田sredi甜ibution(stress release) 

developed in the ground by excavation， by inむoducing郎知alswelling properties of mudstone obtained in the 

laboratory. St油田tyevaluation was也enconducted by use of FEM and the Bishop' s approach in orderめ

dis叩 鉛 ac叩 racyand reli訪日ityofthe estimated behavior of clay slopes. 

l. IN'IRODUCτ10N 

Excavation and slopeω枇ingperformed in the 

construction of new resideぽialareas， highways and 

bridges often d国1with soft sedimenl句ryrocks like 

mudstone. General characteristics of these rocks are 

easily a島 ctedby the naωral conditions such as 

tempera仰向 change and rainfall. Mudstone is less 

durable with the change ofth田ew田therconditions， 

and it is easily w回 thereddue ωalternative w出 ing

anddr戸19.

Due to these r，側ons，社lefollowing problems are 

often encountered at the excavation and叩 tslope 

consむuction目也atis，αacks easily appe紅 onthe叩 t

surfaces under the change of temperぽぽe，which 
p釦凶swater to penetrate to the soil由rough也e

cracks. Cut slope excavation白地ermorecauses 

reduction in co凶ningpres悶reand swelling of soi1s， 

which in旬mre回ltin a loss of shear 甜engthぬ be

required for slope stab出ty. Slope surface and 

excavation base of cut slope is rapidly weathered 

due to alternative wetting and命ying.
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From the above review ofliteratures，白1S坑udy

∞ncems the behavior of ∞t slopes composed of 

e却 加sivemudstone. FEM analysis is conducted to 

inveはigatedeformation of slope surface due to 

swelling and stress redistribution (s紅白srelease) 

developed in也.e ground by excavation， by 

in廿oducingactual swelling properties of mudstone 

obtained in the laboratory. Also dealt wi出 are

problems白atmay happen， such as surface slides， 

instabi1ity and fai1ure of slope during and after the 

∞nstruction period.百ledesign method is :finally 

proposed， on the basis of the minimum cost of 

construction， for preven出g企omslope inst泊五ityby 

different solutions， such as anchors，せ田 αl1tivation

onslope副市民andusing optin叫 slopeinclination 

FEM ar叫ysisis done宣rstto investigate社le

泊fluen田 ofFEmesh size and swelling properties of 

mudstone on也.em嬉出切deand dis位i.butionof 

deformation， and on恥闘entof蜘 ssrelease白

血.e ground for di宜erent slope inclinations. 

Dis∞ssions are also made on the mechanism of 

deformation and sliding failure of slopes' due ω 

excavation and the proper method of evaluating 

stress-deformation and stab出.tyin cut slopes by 

using FEM analysis. 
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2.ANA工YSISPROCEDURE 

2.1 Excavation Analysis 

(1) 0αrlculation oj ini制 stress

The step同by-stepprocedures of the FE excavation 

analysis are described below together wi血 Fig.1

出roughFig.5. In the五rststep of calculationヲ Fig.l，

吐leinitial str田ses{σ。}泊也eground is deterτnined 

by a simple FE graviけ旬m聞 onanalysis with a 

constant linear elastic modulus (E，ャ)ofsoils守

Fig.l 仇 lculationo/lniti{d Stress 

(2) 0αdcul戚 on吋overburdenI1∞rd Jps in eα:ch 

st，哩 oj低C仰 説on

During the excavation process， S佐essesin the 

ground decrease by 6.σ由 whichis released企om

initial 甜ess00 due to excavation (or increased by a 

negative value of the 甜ess -6.σJ In order ω 
calculate防白srelease .6.0s in each step (蹴ps) of 

excavation， the overburden loadムPr(s)ヲ whichacts 

on the slope surface corr巴spondingtoせleinitial 

s悦 ss，should be obtain巴dbeforehand in Fig.2 

Fig.2 Ca1culation 0/ Equiva1ent Load 

(3) Calculation oj Stress in e，α!ch Step oj Excα湖 ion

Stress企eesぽfacesproduced by excavation can be 

created by applying a set of1oad -.6.py(s) at nodes on 

th告凱江fa白血 the direction opposite to也edirection 

of initial overburden loading as illustrated in Fig.3 

The solution of s廿essin the ground at step s， can be 

ev丘luatedas followsヲσ，σ。+.6.0，

Release Stress 

Aσs 

Total Stress (step s) 

σsσy + .6.σs 

Fig.3 Calculation o.f Str，鰯 (steps) 

(4)0αllculation ojExpansion 
The problem of e中 ansiondue to swelling of soils is 

equivalent to that of the initial strain like as a 

thennal e却 anSlonラ andsuch def01τnation can be 

represented by applying additional equivalent nodal 

forces to也emedium， as shown in Fig.4. 

出
Expansion Strain .6.us 

Stress EffectσsσS旬 Aσos(企Es)

Fig.4 Calculation 01 Eちpansion

In this step-by-step calculation， the value of 

elastic modulus E is given企omthe relation between 

Evandσ'"， which is obtained in a one-dimensional 

compression test of mudstoneフasfollows: 
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in which Ec stands for the elastic modulus of 

deformation of the material in也econ血児dstate， 

and江isdetermined by Ec = Jo;， 1L1&v along the 

given Ev-σv Cぽ veas shown in Fig. 5 
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2.2 OC Sta1e in Excavation 

Natural d叩osits泊社leground more or less have 

some pre-∞mpression e民ctson也世 deformation

and臨'engthwhen也eybe∞，me over-∞nsolidated 

state due to excavation. Pre-compression e:ffi即tson 

跡郎副1 is illus回 tedin Fig.6， showing higher 

s回 ngthvalue in th.e low s仕出srange (σ <pc，) of 

over-compression and a co郎防nt inぽ儲se in 

肱'en凶1in th.e high s紅白sr加 ge(σ>Pc) of normally 

compression (NC). The relationship between th.e 

rates of strength increase in OC and NCは成田，

(sjザoc， and (s，/ ojNC ， may be repr田entedas a 

function ofthe over-compression ratio， OCR=pc/cr， 
in a s泊illarmanner as proposedおr.undrained 

g仕engthof saturated clay 

(su /σ)口c= (ι/σ)NCOCRλ 

τ 

区遡

〆/〆lG仏c

Pc 

Fig. 6 Pre-compression td.持:ctson SfI・ength
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of a height H=20m， for cases of a 1: 1.5 gentle slope 

阻 d1: 1 steep slope wi出outfoundation layer， and 

cases ofa 1:2 gentle slope and 1:0.5 steep slope with 

品undation1句rer.Alth.ough material non品learity，

toge出erwith step-by四 stepexcavation process，伺n

be taken into account in廿leanalysis， a simple 

almost linear approach was adopted here to discuss 

principally on stress r，吋is回b凶onin slopes due to 

excavation The values of sむengilipar創neters

associated wi也 Eq.(2)we閃 assumedto be β〆'ojNC
=1乃 and入=0.8，by referring to expe出nentaldata 

for normally∞，nsolidated cl停

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

(2) 

3.1 Intluence ofElement Size 

Because deformation modulus E ch組 g白 sh仰 lyin 

th.e region of low∞n:fining pr'邸即日田rth.e slope 

S凶 f匹 e，the influence of element size in FE analysis 

is :first exarnined by varying白e也icknessof soi1 

layers in th.e ground. Fig.7 shows variations of th.e 

verti伺 1displacement at two surface points 1 and 2 

with th.e白icknessof soi1 layer adopted in也e

analysis， in which吐levalue on th.e abscissa stands 

for multiple number ofth.e白ickn郎 sof layer to th.e 

血lestone. As切nbe seen in th.e :figure， the vertical 

displacement increases as the element sIze becomes 

smaller， especially in th.e case of mudstone B by 

about 20% to 30%， but shows a tendency to 

converge at around 2ぬ4times of th.e血lestmesh.
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2.3 Excavation Analysis Fig. 7lnjluence 01 Element Size 

FE calculation were carried out for simple cut slopes 
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3.2 One St叩 andSt句-by-stepExcavation 

Comparison between one-step and step-by-step of 

excavation is done by FEM analysis. In st句-by-step

method of eXI回.vation， the soillayer to be excavated 

is divided into五velayers， the thickness of layer is 

equa1 to 4m. Fig.8 shows the relation between the 

vertica1 strain and the depth a10ng two representぽive

lines 1 and 2. It is recognized白紙也eva1ue of the 

verti伺 lstr泊ninone-st叩 isgreater出組曲atofst叩-

by-st叩・

0 
，..-.、
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Vertica1 Strain(%) 
o 1 23  

Fig.8Dお師'butionof陪~rticalStrain in Steps 

1. 4 8 12 16 20 . 28 30 

Depth企omSurface a10ng Line 2 (m) 

Fig.9 Calculation Error with 8v~()v Om'e 

Fig.9 shows calculation eπor of the results 

ob匂也edby one醐 step method relative to that 

obtained by蜘:p-by-stepmethod.百leva1ue of 

ca1ωlation eπor is ca1culated by Equation as 

follows: 

R=丘三三!:!.xlOO=主主!:...x100 (3) 
8V1 8V1 

出 whichR is calculation e汀or，E vl is the vertica1 

s紅白nin也.eone-step .excavation method， and E vs is 

the vertica1 s回inin the step-by-step excavation 

method. It is s田n白紙therelative calculation e汀or

initia11y incrl儲 seswith也.eincrl朗 sein the excavation 

depth and it r，田.chesto the maximum va1ue of 45% 

at the depth of about 8m Beyond the depth of 8m， 
the ca1culation error decreases and approaches to 

10% at28m 

3.3 E:甲山~ionCharacteristics ofMudstone 

Fig.10 shows the relationship between仕levertica1 

班 ainev and the vertica1 ∞凶国ngpres回reσ1

which is obぬ血edin the laboratory onかdimensiona1

compression te由 ontwo r，叩resentativemudstone 

samples A佃 dB. In these tests， severa1 spec泊lens

were loaded simultaneously by applying different 

va1ues ofσv> and出eexpansion str包n ev was 

measured as也.efina1 maximum va1ue attained 

under the same verti伺lpres叩re.Deformation ofωt 

slop田 produ田dby the application of the equiva1ent 

expansion for田 isthen ca1culated by using the 

modulus of deformation derived from Fig.10・l.e.，

the modulus va1ue can be determined企omEq.(l) 

叩thEc =.LIσ/.LI E a10ng叩ththe given E v一 σv

Cぽ vein the五gure
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3.4 Defonnation in Cut Slopes 

Distributions of v阜市四lexp組 sions仕ainE va10ng 

伽10representative lines 1 and 2 are compared for 

mudstone A and B， as shown in Fig.ll. 1t is seen 

白紙 the value of E v increases sharply as 

approaching to the surface， beyond the depth of 5 m 

to 10叫 wherethe overburden pres田re∞町esponds

to the vertica1 pres田reσvat the point of sharp 

change in E v一 σvrelation cぽ vesin Fig.lO. 1t is 

由ennoticed that the upward de宣告ctionof cut slopes 

due to excavation may be govemed by the large 

defonnation in a relatively thin layer ne呂rthe 

surface 

Vertical Strain (%) 
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Fig.ll Dis併'butionof陪'rticalStrain 

30cm 
ーヱア'MudstoneA 
ー→ MudstoneB

Fig.12 Swjace Diformation ofCut Slope 

Defonnation pa抗emof the cut slope surface after 

excavation is compared in Fig.12 for two mudstone 

materia1s. It is recognized that the amount of 

expansion along仕lehorizontal surface is not回

large as compared toせlatof the slope surface， even 

though high stress release is anticipated in this zoneフ

and that the relative amount of such deformation 

depends on the e却叩sioncharacteristics of mud 

stone materia1s as presented in Fig.l 0 

3.5 SむessRelease in Cut Slopes 

The amount of 位 essrelease due to excavation伺 n

conveniently be e却ressedby using a par釘neter

defined in the following equation: 

Rsr=(l一 σ1/σJ (4) 

whereσo andσ1 stand for s仕essesbefore and after 

excavation， r田:pectively.
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Fig.13 Release o.fVertical Stress 

Distributions of the value of stress release Rsr 

are presented in Fig.13 for the vertica1 s田 SS，and in 

Fig.14 for the horizontal s仕essin two四 sesofslope 

inclination of 1:2 and 1:0.5. 1t is obviously seen in 

Fig.13 that high rate of vertica1 sむessrelease comes 

out in case of gentle slope， high va1ue of Rsr 

extending widely to the interior of the cut slope， and 

that s仕essrelease is concentrated near the horizonta1 

excavated base in the case of steep slope. In the 

horizonta1 s佐田srele田ein Fig.14， in conなおt，high巴r

value of Rsr extends to the interior of the steep cut 

slope， and stress release is on the whole not so large 

in case of gentle slope. Although s甘叩gthreduction 

due to s仕essrel田 sein excavation cannot simply be 

estimatedヨasteep cut may be recommended for the 

strat坦巴dground where the e:ffect of vertica1 pre-
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compression is predominant. 
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3.6 Evaluation of Slope Stab出ty

(l)D祈nitionofFacω'rofSφ。

20 (%) 
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A finite element創凶ysisutilizes the ve泊四1s佐田s

and 抑制ionstrain {!O:v ~σ'v) relationshipωm 

Poisson's ratio円 andthe山首tweightγ， for the 

cohesive soils involved to calculate the stress strain 

in soi1 mass.百1estressesぬgetherwith coefficients 

(s，/p) and exponentλcan subsequently be usedω 

compute a factor of safety. The overall factor of 

safety is calculated by FEM and expressed as the 

ratio ofthe釦 mofr，郎istingshear stren.凶1S，Sn to出e

sum of mo凶 凶dsh悶rforces，ら alo曙 theslip 

surface. 

I，Sr 
】 ー

- S I，Sm 
(5) 

The resisting force for聞 .chslide is calculated in 

terms of the s11臨蜘n軌 s帥 aithe center of slide 

multiplied by base length of血eslice 1. 百1e

available resisting shear strength for a s組閣tedand

unsa旬raiedlayer伺 nbe written as: 

sr=九'"= {cSUi / pJ(OCR)A pJt (6) 

The mobi1ized shear force， S，即おr田.chslide is 

calculated as mobilized shear strength， !j， at白e

平成 12年， Vo1.35・B，Mar.2000 

center of a slide multiplied by base 1engthl . 

Sm =r/ (η 

The local factor of safety is defined as the ratio 

of resisting shear force， Sn ai a point along slip 

則市田 dividedby世間 mob出zeds11伺 rforl同 S/7D at 

thes創nepoint，

FsI=~-らL
Sm τt 

(2) Fsl and OCRDis耐bution

(8) 

Fig.15 shows distribution ofthe 10伺1factor of safety 

FsI and OCR inωt slopes ofthe height H=20mヲ and

1:2 and 1 :0.5 slope. It is re∞伊ized田 am出 erof 

course that higher OCR values concentrate along the 

excavated base and normal consolidated state山 10st

remains unchanged泊社1erest part of the original 

horizontal ground間均ce.Di甜ibutionof the 10伺 I

factor of safi向， shows， however， concentraiion of 

lower value of FsI along the slope surface and也at

ofhighFsl in the bottom ofthe excavated base. This 

IS即 pposedto be四usedby the fact that the increase 

in diving shear 蛇essby excavation predominantly 

develops in the surface p副 oflow ∞nfining 

pressure as comp紅edwith the s甘ength也cr朗 sedue 

to over-consolidation 

Fig.15説駒込凶'onof Fsl and OCR 
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Distribution of FsI is drawn加 Fig目17for也e

case where over-∞nsolidation e品 ctsdisappear 

through swelling and wea泣1enngpro回 sses.1t is 

noticed白紙 thevalue of FsI becomes lower as 

approaching to出eslope surface because the 

耐en併1increase is not ex:pected in a zone of low 

overburden compression坑ress.百leeffect of over-

consolidation on the increase in shearはren併1and 

re釦 ltingrecovery of safety along slope田市ce1S 

也enapparent回∞mp紅 edwithFig.16. 

圃圃園田 睡圏冨冨口

Fig.16Disi励 凶:onofFsl

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.8 1・.0

圃圃園田園田昌冨コ

Fig.17D，肋 ibutionof Fsl in NC 

。~ OverallRぽ torof Scifety 

In order to discuss overall safety ofωt slope along 

potential sliding surfaces， the factor of safety Fs is 

calculated by FEM with selected slip circles passing 

也.etoe ofthe slope， AωD as shows inFig.18. 

剖 IS 1~ ，. U U U U 3~ 

自阻圃園田 圏 量 冨 口

Fig.18 Selected Qrcle for Calculution 

The resu1ts訂'esummarized for various国 sesof 

excavation in Table 1， denoted byσ')， together with 

也esaf1叫rf1郎torob旬.inedby血.eBishop's simpli五ed
method， denoted by (8). Focus is placed泊由is

蜘 dyon how the distribution of the local saf1向r

obtained by FEM a島 ctson the overall safety of 

excavation and how its value changes with也e

variation of the influential factors listed before in 

conjunction with the Bishop' s conventiona1 

approach employed in the design. 

Tahlel: Fi.α的 IrofSq冷ty
Case No， inclination 
&height of slope 

① 1:0.5，10m 
②1: 1.5， 10m 
③1:1， 10m 

④1:1.5， 10m 

⑤1:0.5， 20m 

@ 1:2， 20m 

E且豆国E
Fs A B C D 
F 0.88 0.81 0.86 0.91 

F 1.77 1.79 1.80 1.83 
F 1.45 1.49 1.52 1.56 
F 1.6θ 1.72 1.75 1.80 
F 0.94 1.05 1.36 1.46 
B 1.23 1.29 1.46 1.82 
F 1.20 1.23 1.26 1.27 

B 1.69 1.72 1.78 1.89 

Note.Cぉe④:世lesoil is sununed to t吃inaNC由主e.

σ): FEM， (8): Bishop 

The value ofσ') gradually increases as the slip 

circ1e passes de物 andit gives the minimum 

critical value for a circle passing through也e

boundary portion ofOC and NC states. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

1) Deformation of cut slopes of e却ansivesoils is 

largely influenced by the size of FE mesh in 

calculation. Development of e却鉱1Sion 蛇am

∞ncentrates in a白血 layerne紅白.eground surface， 

which is correspondentめ theswe血ngproperties of 

materials. 

2)百levalue ofverti回Is仕出1mone-蜘 :pcalculation 

is greater白叩ofthest叩-bチstepcalculation. So由at

ther巴釦ltis calculated by step-by-step， which伺 nbe

used in design because it corresponds in practica1ity 

for cut slope 

3) Behavior of 町田srelease inωt slopes depends 

much on the inclination of slope and the stress 

component under consideration. Streng仕1reduction 
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泊四tslop巴sdue to巴xcavationisせlennot so simpl巴

and∞nsidered di出cultto be巴stimated.

4) DistributiOD of出elocal factor of safeザFsland 

OCR value demons仕atesdi宜巴:rentm紅merin s位巴ss

tr訂1Smission阻 dpre-compression皿 dthe usual 

over -consolidation effect on the stability of cut 

s10pes. 

5) In cut slopes， co即 C出 ationof1ow巴:fvalue of FsI 

along也esぽfaceis predom血ant，becaus巴出札ng

sh巴ars出 ss自由巴 toexcavation deve10ps much 

mor巴inthe surface part of 10w∞n生血gpr白 sureas 

∞mp紅巴d with 白色 S仕ength inαease du巴 to 

overー∞nsolidation.The 10ss of pre-∞mpression and 

overベ沿nsolidationeffecis曲目巴dby swelling and 

w巴atheringafter excavation in cut s10p回gIvesa 

signi五回ntinfluence on the s10p巴stability.

6)田M 叫 ysis叩 b巴 a岡山callyus出 1to01 for 

巴valuatingstability in layer mudston巴d巴positdue to 

excavatlOn. 
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